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INTRODUCTION - FIRST GLANCE 
Prostitution is not openly discussed in our society yet few 
New Zealanders could pretend it does not exist. We see 
obvious - "red light" - signs of prostitution after dark on 
Vivian Street in Wellington and Karangahape Road in 
Auckland. We are implicitly aware that "massage and sauna 
parlours" offer more than steam baths and spas. A glance at 
the Wellington yellow pages reveals(!) 
the parlour that offers plush, tasteful 
surroundings, a wonderful intimate atmosphere 
and friendly, really pretty ladies giving 
massages you 1 ll just love; our promise you 1 ll 
leave happy. The girls are also happy to 
visit you in your hotel or mctel roow. 
Temptatior.s abouno. New Zealand caters for the range. lien 
in every socio-economic stratum will find "company" if 
visiting or resicing in New Zealand. In Wellington, ship 
girls can be seen on wharves when vessels arrive ir: our 
port. 
streets. 
Street walkers can be found in the known "sex" 
Massage parlours proliferate and of c. numter in 
Wellington, 
services. 
only one does not appear to offer sexual 
Escort agency advertisements can be found in 
magazines, visitors' guide books and in some telephor.e 
directories. Prost i-': u tes can be found in upmarket hotel 
cocktail bars if the management will tolerate them. 
L""" " '. . , 
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Exclusive clubs can be attended by invitation only where 
"hostesses" cater to every whim of patrons . (2) 
Yes gentlemen, we cater for your eveLy need ... and due to 
the law and social stigma attachec to prostitution , 
discret ion is assured. To a very large extent the clients 
are male . There is little , if any , evidence of women in New 
Zealand seeking the services of prostitutes . 
There are however some male prostitutes - some of whom are 
transvestite, others of whom service homosexual men . 
However , the vast majority of prostitutes are women and the 
clients are male . Prostitutes, like their clients , came 
from all walks of life . There is a wice range of ages, 
family backgrounds and educa tional 'ualifications. (3) 
Clients, while having sim i larly diverse backgrounds tend to 
be married men between the ages of 30-55 years. (4) They 
come to prostitutes because their marital sexual relations 
are unsatisfactory , because their wives will not do as they 
wish, because they want sex without cor.1mi tmen t. Whatever 
one's fer sona.l stance on this is sue of prostitution its 
continued existence ar.o relativel y static deraanc and sufply 
ove r centuries raust tell us scmething about our society anc 
about the relations bet~een men and women in society. 
Different groups of people have different views on what 
prostitution tells us and what shoulc be cone about it. In 
tris paper , I to explain why women enter 
frostit ution, descrite ~hat this tells us about scciecy fron 
a ~eminist perspecti ?e, chen tackle the ~ue st~on of the 
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law. Conservatives and liberals see the rolltof the law in 
the area of prostitution differently from each other and 
from feminists too. I have attempted to explain their views 
before specifically describing the law and why it is 
unsatisfactor y to all concerned. At this stage, the 
situation looks depressing but hope, in the form of 
legislative and soci2l reform programmes, is at hand. These 
look even more positive when placed in a feminist ccntext 
that sees in the future an answer to many of the problems 
confronting us today. 
WHY WOMEN BECOME PROSTITUTES - THE FACTS OF STREET LIFE 
Not long ago it was thought that women who became 
prostitutes did so because they were mentally deficient 
nymphomaniacs who were not mature enough to face the life 
society expecteo of them - as wives and mothers . Many a 
psychoanalytical theory was developed to explain why women 
would sell their bodies for money rather than give them for 
love. (5) First-l::::i, the women had to be mentally abnormal and 
have lost all sense of identity. Secon~ly they were likely 
to fear sexual intimacy with men in any "normal" sense . 
But, best of all, in good Freudian te rms , the women hac 
never progressed beyond the childhood stage of sexually 
lov~ng their fathers to the adult stage of non-erotic love. 
The client, the 'strange man ' who pays for her 
favours is t e deteriorated image of her 
father; at the sarr.e time, (she) registers her 
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violently jealcus disapproval of her mother's 
marriage by, as it were, debasing her own 
feminine currency. (6) 
Economic and other practical possibilities that might 
explain why women became prostitutes were either ignored or 
explicitly rejected. The 1957 Wolfenden Report on 
Homosexual Offences and Prostitution states: 
..• we believe that whatever may have been the 
case in the past, in these days, in this 
country at any rate, economic factors cannot 
account for it to any large or decisive extent, 
... Our impression is that the great majority 
of prostitutes are women whose psychological 
make-up is such that they choose this life 
because they find in it a style of living 
which is to them easier, freer and more 
profitable than would be provided by any other 
occupation. ( 7) 
This reasoning is defective. The Committee decic::es that 
women, aue to tl:e economic prosperity of Britain in the 
1950s coulc not have an economic need driving them to 
prostitution. Ra ther, there 
attributable to 
prostitutes which 
the abnorrrial 
differentiates 
is a psycholos :.cal 
and aeviant make-up 
them from their gooc 
neea 
of 
and 
pure sisters . But the reasoning that a psycholog:.cal need 
rather than an economic neec leads pros~itutes to a ~ore 
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profitable life is wrong, as are a number of the Committee's 
assumptions. It assumes that prostitutes must be deranged 
to seek an easy, free and profitable life when the doors are 
open to a harder, controlled and profitless life as a 
factory worker, shop assistant or wife and mother. Women 
who labour "decently" or for love, who have sex to please 
their husbands and children to populate England are rewarded 
by the applause of society. They are awarded a "normal" 
badge. Prostitutes who seek material rewards for their work 
are condemned by society. 
badge. 
They are given an "abnormal" 
More recent explanations of prostitution have been more 
pragmatic. The Canadian and New South Wales Committees 
which investigated and reported on prostitution, both cite 
economic factors as the overwhelming motivating force for 
women entering prostitution. (8) The New South Wales Report 
cites an investigation conducted by Roberta Perkins into the 
reasons for women entering prostitution. (9) An overwhelming 
majority of the women (97%) stated that their reasons for 
entering prostitution were purely economic. The 
claimed that their decision tc enter prostitution 
majority 
had, at 
t he time, been a matter of sheer survival. 44% of the women 
surveyed had children living with them and appeared to be 
solely responsible for them. Perkir.s concluded that the 
presence of dependent children was an important reason for 
the woraen remaining in prostitution. 
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It has been proved that women suffer far more severe 
economic hardship than men upon the dissolution of marriages 
and de facto relationships. While male ex-spouses' standard 
of living has been found to increase 43%, female ex-spouses' 
standard of living falls 73%. (10) Usually, the women are 
left with the children and must cope in the face of severe 
economic disadvantages. Property division upon dissolution 
of established relationship shows the courts' willingness to 
enforce the iceal of equality between the sexes but the 
judges do not take into consideration the services of the 
non-earner spouse 
dissolution. (11) 
(usually the woman) 
It is ironic that the 
performed 
cause of 
after 
these 
unfortunate statistics is the courts'preparedness to 
implement equalit y in this one area. It is not surprising 
then that one sociologist has concluded, (12) 
While r;ove rty now wears a you nger face, it 
continues to wear a female face. Income units 
headed 
income 
by women comprise one 
units in poverty. 
quarter of 
One half 
all 
of 
women-headed sinsle parent families and one 
quarter of single women are living in poverty. 
The economic plight experienced by women overseas appears to 
be shared by New Zealand women. (13) 
Implicit in any discussion of women's relative economic 
plight is the fact that wcrnen workers are concentratea in 
relatively low- paid sales, services and cler:cal posit:ons 
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many of which are part-time. The March 1987 Labour and 
Employment Gazette Figures reveal that the average weekly 
wage of women working in paid employment is $33 7. 52 while 
for men it is $465.94. More telling still is the fact that 
women are seldom in the upper income brackets. In 19 85, 
3,927 men and 210 women civil servants received an annual 
salary of $30,000 or more. (14) However, many women are not 
in paid employr.',ent at all. A recent New Zealand Woman 
1 s 
weekly article (15) stated that 90% of married women not in 
paid employment never had any say in family finances or saw 
the money, - bar a housekeeping allowance. They hao to ask 
their husbands for money if they wanted to furchase 
anything. 
Prostituticn, in most countries, is the only occupation in 
which women can earn, on average, more than men. Few 
occupations offer, particularly to worr,en, a net income of 
$50,000 or more. Prostitution also offers relative
 job 
autonomy. The women work for themselves and take most, if 
not all, of the money for themselves and they do not pay 
taxes. Unlike their overseas count
erparts, New Zealand 
prostitutes do not appear to have pimps and if they work in 
massage parlours all money for "extras" is their owr.. This 
economic autonomy is more questionable in an escort agency 
situation but still the women are paid for the services they 
perform and the agency t2.kes an "introduction" fee. 
It is 
estimated t hat most street ano rn2.ssage parlour workers earn 
in excess of Sl,000 per week although ttis will be reduced 
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during the Christmas vacation period when clients are 
holidaying with their families. (16) 
Prostitution also offers a flexibility in respect of working 
hours which other jobs do not. When there are so few good 
child care options available to New Zealand women working in 
paid employment, this flexibility of working hours is an 
attraction for women with dependent children. 
Another very important cause of women choosing to become 
prostitutes is the socialization of women who are brought up 
to believe that their bodies are their only valued asset. 
There is an alarming correlation between incest and assault 
of young girls and women and their later involvement in 
prostitution. Although there are no officic:;.l New Zealand 
figures on this the Canadian and American statistics show 
that around 75% of prostitutes have been the victims of 
sexual abuse. (17) These figures are borne out by New Zealand 
research although not officially documented. (18) As Jan 
Robinson, a Wellington researcher states, (19) 
Sexu2.l abuse by a family member is a very 
direct powerful way of teaching a young girl 
that her only value resides in her body. 
Unfortunately, 
only value as 
many women, not only prostitutes, see 
residing in their bodies. While some 
their 
women 
deal with this by tracir_g their bodies for the security 
that a marriage contract offers, others trade their bodies 
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for money to live on. Society teaches women this self 
image, reinforcing it daily through the media and social 
institutions, yet society recoils from the undesirable 
results. As Elizabeth Fry says, (20) 
A society that continues to define women as 
sexual objects and allows men to act as if 
women a re fit to be the recipients of male 
aggression cannot be surprised when women 
accept that definition of themselves and 
market themselves as a commodity when their 
own limited resources fail. 
No woman is proud to think consciously of herself as a 
marketable commodity yet subconsciously she has been taught 
that that is what she is. 
Prostitutes are as aware of these facts as other women. Few 
prostitutes enjoy their "job" and most know that their 
occupation is derogatory to them as the following comment by 
a prostitute shows, (21) 
The worst part about prostitution is that 
you're obliged not to sell sex only, but your 
humanity. That's the worst part of it: that 
what you're selling is your human dignity. 
Not really so rnuct in bed, but in accepting 
the agreement to become a bought person . 
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This woman is very aware that she is exploited but she does 
not suggest by whom she is explcited. 
THE "EXPLOITED" HOOKER'S POINT OF VIEW - A Feminist Approach 
Arguably few women have escaped prostituting themselves for 
a dinner, a present, for love or for security. The 
prostitute is really at the extreme end of a continuum few 
of us ever escape. We have all srown up in a male dominated 
society in which men define women's assets as residing in 
their sexuality to 
prostitute suffers 
a g re ate r or lesser 
for this differently. 
extent. But 
I submit 
the 
that 
prostitutes are exploited by a society that treats women as 
second class citizens fit to be recipients of men's 
domination and exploitation. Prostitutes are prosecuted fo 0 
soliciting in a way "respectable women" who flirt are not. 
They are prosecuted for running a brothel if they take money 
for sex in a way "respectable women" who have sex in their 
homes are not. Their mistake, their punishable mistake, is 
that they get paid for work women are supposed to do as part 
of their "duty". Women are suppcsed to have sex for love, 
not money . ( 22) 
The problem though is 
The problem lies in 
operates in society. 
for sex yet offers 
not accepting mo ney for sex exactl y . 
the unequal sexual construction which 
Society says it is wrong to take mone1 
many women no viable alternacive bar 
marriage - wh~ch radical feminists identify as a variation 
on the same theme. Cur societv is bui:c around a sexual 
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class system which frustrates the legitimate aspirations of 
half the population for economic, social ana sexual 
freedom. It creates a demand for prostitution then punishes 
the suppliers. 
But prostitution must be seen in its broadest context. If 
we accept that the prostitute is exploited and there needs 
to be an end to this exploitation, the prostitute's 
exploitation must be seen in the context of the exploitation 
experienced by all women. 
politically, economically 
The status of women 
and socially, is 
in society, 
far from 
satisfactory and much needs to be done to erode the innate 
sexism that pervades all spheres of our li ves. Male 
dominance in the social hierarchy depends on t he continued 
definition of women as sexually valuable exchange 
commodities who are not yet accorded a more equitable 
status. (23) Unfortunatel y , the law seems i nstrumental i n 
the oppression of women as it identifies itself with 
maleness and masculine values and is intolerant of the 
abilities and values of women. (24) 
For centuries, (25) r:; erhaps s i nce the time of Plato, (26) 
r:;eople have structured their thinking around a complex 
series of dualisms. Frances Olsen examines a number of 
these dualisms or or:;posing pairs: rational/ irrational; 
active / passive; thought / feel i ng ; reQson/emoticn; 
cultu re/nature; power / sensitivit y ; objective / subjective; 
abstract/conte xtual i zed ; princ ifl ed / r:;e r sonalized. (27 ) These 
duali s tic pair s d i v i de t ti ngs into contrasting spher e s o r 
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polar opposites. Frances Olsen identifies three 
characteristics inherent in the dualisms. First, they are 
sexualized in that one half of each dualism is considered or 
identified as masculine, while the other half is feminine. 
Thus men are seen as rational, active, reasoning, powerful, 
objective etc while women are seen as irrational, passive, 
emotional, sensitive, subjective etc. Secondly, the terms 
of the dualisms are not equal, but are thought to constitute 
a hierarchy. The male side of the dualisms is identified as 
superior, the female inferior. Thirdly, law is identified 
with the "male" side of the dualisms. Law, like men, is 
supposed to be rational, objective, abstract and princifled. 
Yet the hierarchization of the dualisms may be obscured in 
relation to women. Men have op:i;:,ressed and exploi tee women 
on the basis of their inferiority in the real, public world 
yet placed theQ on a pedestal ana treasured these "inferior" 
c;ualities in 
simultaneously 
a fantasy or 
exalt and degrade 
domestic 
wor.ien and 
world. Men 
the concepts 
which represent the "feminir.e" 
identified with maleness and 
side of the dualisms. Law, 
traditionall y controlled by 
men, re fle cts this contradictor y attitude. The lccw mc.y 
simultaneously condE:mn and protect women. Women's 
reproductive and child-bearing and nurturing capacity is a 
prime example of a feminine trait used to condemn (or 
discriminate against) women and to protect them in a 
paternalistic sense at the same time. Women's ability to 
become pregnant has been seen as a reason for keeping them 
cut of the workforce or for restr:ct~ng t~eir hours ~n paid 
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employment "for their own good". The following quote 
i llust rates the way judges have used pregnancy to justify 
unequal treatment of men and women. (28) 
The paramount destiny and mission of women are 
to fulfil the noble and benign offices of wife 
2.nd mother . This is the law of the creator. 
And the rules of civil society must be adapted 
to the general constitution of things. 
More recent e xamples of this are Geduldig v . Aiello(29) and 
Gilbert v. General Electric(30) of which Christine Littleton 
says, (31) 
The Supren,e Court announced , apparently with a straight 
face, that singling out pregnancy, and onl y pregnancy, 
for disadvantageous treatment was not discrimination on 
the basis of sex. 
Yet prostitution holds a unique position in a feminist 
analysis of the law because prostitutes, by virtue of their 
v,crk, challenge many of the basic assumptions inherent in 
the auali sms identified by Olsen. If "normal" women a re 
seen by men ano the law as irrational, passive, feeling, 
emotional, sensitive and personalized both in their domestic 
and working lives it is hard to explain prostitutes' lives 
in terms of the feminine dualisms. Prostitutes have the 
sa ,e basic resources as ether \JGmen by virtue of their 
"~omanhood" . Eut prostitutes, rather than hir~ng out their 
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sexuality and caring selves long-term as wives and mothers 
c r as secretaries, nurses, or in other gender stereotyped 
employment, hire themselves out short term in a rational, 
active, unemotional and seemingly insensitive way. 
Prostitutes use for profit what other women use for love and 
applause. A prostitute is simultaneously condemned for 
using her essential womanliness and for using it in a male 
way. She play s the same game "normal" women play but b y 
different rules - which very unfairly invokes the wrath of 
good citizens and the law. As one woman says, (32) 
The smug stufidity with which people are 
accustcmed to discuss [prcstitution] is fairl y 
cutrageous: the victim, the prostitute, rather 
than the institution that victimizes her, is 
condemned ... As the causes of female 
prostitution 1 i e i n tbe economic position of 
women, tog ethe r with the psychological dama g e 
inflicted upon them through the system of 
sex-role conditioning in patriarchal society , 
satisfaction wit h t he this con ventional 
prostitutes' fate is not only un j ust, b ut 
simplistic. 
Too often people are willing to condemn without asking why 
the problem i s there. I n this case, prostitution is but one 
mani f estation of women's unequal and t herefore disadvantaged 
p osition. 
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Feminists do not have an easy solution. The majority of 
feminists have not written anything about prostitution. 
They have been too busy focusing on problems in the daily 
life of "normal" women such as economic disadvantages in 
employment, rape and abortion. The feminists who have 
addressed the issue of prostitution have been divided. Some 
believe, like conservatives, that the laws ought to be 
tightened which feminists hofe would end the exploitation of 
women. Other feminists, adopting liberal ideas, believe 
adult women should be free to choose what they do. 
ON THE STREET/IN THE BEDROOM - A Public/Private Spheres 
Analysis 
The public/private dualism has provided a fertile source of 
debate for feminists, conservati ves ana liberals. The 
public sphere is usuall y associated with the communal world 
of work and polities; the private sphere encompasses the 
personal or domestic worlds of individuals and t hei r 
families. The debate focuses on the afpropriateness of the 
law interfering in these areas, particularly the private. 
Invariably the public/private spheres arsument invcl ves a 
public/private morality discussion as well. Public moraliLy 
may be seen as either the popular morality of the masses or 
critical morality - which is an objective standard to be 
applied to everyone by these who knew best. The law usually 
involves eleraents of both popular and critical morality as 
is evic:ent in the hyr:,ocritical prcstitutior: relatec :i.aws 
ciscusseo i~ depth later in t his articl e. Private mo~a lity 
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then is the morality of individuals within their own homes 
or, specifically, bedrooms. The law has traditionally been 
opposed to interfering in the private sphere as can be seen 
by the establishment's resistance to becoming involved in 
domestic violence. 
BONDAGE IN THE BEDROOM - A Feminist Analysis 
Feminists see the public/private dichotomy as a further 
sexualized, hierarchized and legally entrenched dualism . In 
analysing this public/private dichotomy feminists (33) have 
associated public with the masculine side of the dualisms. 
The public sphere then is t h e male sphere, more important 
than the private "domestic" sphere of women. The law will 
not interfere in the private sphere whereas the public realm 
is believed to be a proper arena for legal or social 
regulation. Feminists see the legal system has functioned 
to legitimate a public/private distinction by assessing it 
as a natural, rather than socially imposed , ground for 
different treatment. By withdrawing from regulation of the 
private sphere it is easy to see that the legal system has 
actually lent its support to men's exploitation of women . 
By largel y ignoring the area, the law has perrr,i tted men to 
dominate and control women in their imposed private role . 
Feminists then, like conservatives, would hope for legal 
regulation of the private sphere but for different reasons. 
If one accepts t:ie ferr.inist analysis of the public/private 
spheres arg ument boch t h e conservacive's reasons for legal 
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intervention in public and private spheres and the liberal's 
reasons for public only intervention are defective. 
ONLY STRAIGHT SEX IN THE BEDROOM - A Conservative Analysis 
The conservatives believe that the law must embody and 
enforce traditional moral values or society will lose its 
"moral cement" and gradually disintegrate. A conse rva tive 
approach allows for significant intervention by law to 
proscribe immoral conduct even when it is fully chosen by 
the individual or individuals concerned, conducted in 
private and of no harm to anyone else. Conservatives, like 
Lord Devlin, (34) see society as being quite right in 
prescribing minimum moral standards of conduct of "which the 
reasonable man approves". 
He sees law as instrumental in 
upholding the morality of society. To a conservative mind 
frostitution damages the moral welfare of society. It 
corrodes the Christian notion of monogamous marriage by 
providing temptation to wicked men. 
the health of society through the 
transmitted diseases. It opens the 
uncommitted sex. Conservatives 
It poses a threat to 
spread of sexually 
door to emotionally 
c:lso justify the 
intervention of the law beyond the private sphere on the 
basis that prostitution i~ a public eyesore, and is linked 
to other criminal offences. 
Yet, many of these assertions 
are untrue therefore it is questionable whether the law may 
be involved in an essentially private sphere. (35) The 
conservative arguments against prostituti on reflect c. 
v:ctorian attitude to sex and sexual~ty. Their un6erly~~g 
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fundamental assumption is that the ideal society is one in 
which women have subordinate and submissive roles and in 
which sexual expression of all but the most orthodox type is 
to be stamped out. 
ANY HARMLESS SEX IN THE BEDROOM OR THE STREET - The Liberal 
View 
The liberals' view, stemming f rem the philosophy of John 
Stuart Mill, is that the law has no legitimate function in 
prohibiting anyone from choosing or practising the lifestyle 
of prostitution, or in penalizing adults who, by consent, 
engage in sexual activity for money as long as no physical 
harm is caused or threatened to either participant and 
neither physical nor ffiental harm is done to others. 
Liberals take the view that prostitution is here and will be 
for scme time. They believe the law may only legitimately 
interfere with those who fore ibly coerce others to become 
prostitutes and who exploit them against their wishes. It 
may also be invo,h,.!=a to control the nuisance caused to 
others by prostitution. 
But one has to beware of a harm analysis for similar reasons 
as one has to beware of conservatives' reasons for 
condemning prostitution. (36) The harms most often alleged to 
be causea by prostitution and thereby used to justify its 
prohitition are that: 
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1. Prostitution provides an opportunity for the commission 
of cri~es which may be ancillary to prostitution. 
2. It provides a breeding ground for the activities of 
organised crime. 
3. It is a significant factor in the spread of Sexually 
Transn,itted Diseases (STDs). 
4. It results in the subjection of citizens to offensive 
public solicitation . 
5 P rosti tut ion contributes to the destruct ion of public 
morals. 
Yet, there is nothing about an act of intercourse for hire 
which, in itself, makes the commission of other crimes 
likely. There is no evidence that prostitution is 
responsible for the encouragement of organized crime. 
Recent studies show that prostitutes are not a major cause 
of the spread of STDs . They are more likely than any other 
people to insist on the use of condoms and to be regularly 
(weekly) check ea at VD c 1 in ics. In New zealanc it is 
unlikely that prostitution will be seriously offensive to 
citizens unless they plan a family picnic after dark in 
Vivian Street. Whether or not pros ti tut ion destroys the 
morals of society and whether it is the law's funct.:.on to 
upholc public mora~s is a continu:..r.g aebate bet·11een 
conservatives and liberals. (37) 
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Whether the law should or should not involve itself 
with 
morals is immateric.l for the purposes of this discuss
ion. 
The law does, in the area of pros ti tut ion, concern it
self 
with morals - public and private-in a most unsatisfac
tory 
way. While the law may appear to strike a balance bet
ween 
conservative and liberal values it is essent
ially 
conservative 
perspective. 
and 
THE BODY OF THE LAW 
it is oblivious to any feminist 
New Zealand in common with Britain, Canada and Aust
ralia 
does not make prostitution itself a criminal offe
nce. 
Rather, a range of offences exist which may be committe
d in 
association with acts of prostitution . 
Section 26 of the Summary Offences Act 1981 makes soliciti
ng 
- offering one's body for the purpose of prostitution 
- an 
offence punishable by a maximum fine of $200. 
Section 147 of the Crimes Act 1961 prohibits broth
el 
keeping, which involves the managing of rooms or any kin
d of 
place for the purposes of prostitution, whether by one w
oman 
or more than one. 
Eecticn 148 (a) makes it illegal for anyone to live wholly 
or 
in part on the earninss of the prostitution of ano
ther 
~erscn and by s.148(t) it 1s an offence to solicit 
or 
receive payment for an v ;rostitute . 
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Section 149 makes it an offence for anyone to engage for 
reward in the procuring of any woman or girl to have sex 
with a man who is not her husband. 
All these offences specified in the Crimes Act carry the 
same maximum penalty of imprisonment for up to five years . 
The provisions are similar to prostitution related 
provisions in other countries. One legislative feature 
peculiar to New Zealand, however, is the Massage Parlours 
Act 1978. This Act provides for the licensing (s.5) and 
regular investigation (s. 35) of massage parlours. To be 
eligible for a licence (s.8) one must be over 18 years, have 
no criminal or drug convict icns in the past l O years, and 
have had no previous licence cancelled within five years. 
Employees must also be 18 years and over and be free from 
drug and er irr,inc:.l convictions as above. A licence will te 
terminated if any employee is convicted of any offence 
involving an act of prostitution or if they perform an act 
of prostitution and the performance of that act was 
facilitated by the failure of the licensee to effectivel y 
supervise the conduct of the business (s . 30 (l) (e)). An act 
of prostitut:.on (s . 2(2)) means the offering by a man or 
woman of his or her boay for purposes amounting to common 
lewdness for payment . Under s .35 the Police are given the 
power to enter and inspect the premises and licence at an y 
time. 
THE OBJECTIVE -Trick or Treat 
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What the law seeks to achieve is d if f icu 1 t to ascertain. 
Prostitution itself is not an offence yet it is an offence 
to offer one's body for the purposes of prostitution. If 
the law is primarily directed at the public nuisance aspect 
of prostitution, why is it illegal for one woman alone "to 
keep a brothel"? 
some guidance. (38) 
The Wolfenden Committee Report gives us 
We clearly recognize that the laws of any 
society must be acceptable to the general 
moral sense of the community if they are to be 
respected and enforced. But we are not 
charged to enter into matters cf private moral 
conduct except in so far as they directly 
affect the public good. (The State's) function 
is to preserve public order and decency, 
to protect the citizen from what is offensive 
or injurious, and to provide sufficient 
safeguards against 
corruption of others, 
the exploitation and 
particularly those who 
are specially vulnerable because they are 
young, weak in body or mind, inexperienced, or 
in a state of special physical, off icic:.l or 
economic dependence. · 
This quote raises a number of issues. First, it is not the 
business of the state to interfere in the "pri vate" spheres 
of people's lives. foliowing a liberal 
analysis, ttis is parc~cularly t:ue of the sexual private 
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sphere. Yet, if this is true, why the need to legislate 
against massage parlours and brothels? The offence of 
soliciting(39) specifically requires a public place and yet 
New Zealand courts have held a massage parlour to which 
customers were admitted entry having rung a buzzer and been 
scrutinized by those inside, to be a public place(40). 
Similarly, a locked massage room in which an undercover 
police officer was invited to be mastur bated for an e x tra 
fee was deemed a public place 2nd the woman was charged 
under s26 of the Summary Offences Act 1981. (41) This is a 
clear extension of the public place requirement beyond the 
public nuisance sphere. Apparently the New Zealana 
legislation attempts to cover both the private morals and 
public nuisance aspect of the argument. 
New Zealand is quite singular in its intrusion into the 
private morals area. Here, unlike England, the descr ip t i on 
of c. brothel includes a place in which one woman op erates 
clone. (42) It has been argued overseas that if one or two 
women were permitted to operate on their own premises the y 
would be free f r om the exploitation of brothel owners or 
madams who mi g ht take up to 50 % of the profits. (43) The 
women could run their businesses as t hey cheese, deter mine 
who the y ser v ice, and, consequent ly be better protected 
against violence and exploitation. 
Anot her feature of the New Zea l and law i s that customers are 
not p rosecuted for sol iciting, only t h e prostitutes. In 
effect, if a pro s tit u t e s u gg est s s ex for a f rice to a 
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customer she is liable whereas a customer who suggests sex 
for a price to the prostitute is not liable. This is a 
completely discriminatory treatment of women by the law. 
Not to criminalize the soliciting customer seems to violate 
the fundamental principle of equality and perpetuate double 
standards in sexual commerce. In Canada the offence of 
soliciting was extended in 1972 to cover every person 
soliciting any person for the purpose of prostitution. New 
South Wales has provisions allowing for the prosecution of 
clients too. The main reason stated for change was the 
increasing opposition to the maintenance of an offence which 
discriminated against women. There is no justification for 
making onl y the prostitute liable for soliciting. 
As the Fraser Report states, (44) 
As in other areas of the law, the relatively 
powerless are controlled, accused and 
convicted and the relatively powerful are 
ignored, excuseo and acquitted. 
The legis l ation concerning soliciting, the keeping of a 
brothel, or t he using of a massage parlour for the purposes 
of prost i tution clearly is not concerned solely with public 
nuisance. I t attempts to control private morality in the 
sense of an indi v i dual's moral welfare too. But the 
official at t i tuoe to prostitution has tended to blame the 
women who suppl y the se rv ice rather than t he men who create 
the oemand. Prostitutes are s een a s a menace to society, to 
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marriage, and to public health. Their clients, on the other 
hand are seen as normal men with a healthy sex drive. The 
Fraser Report expands on this(45) 
The philosophy seems to have been that the 
male population was entitled, without 
sanction, to seek the services of prostitutes, 
but in so far as the morality or health of the 
community might be compromised by such 
activity, the target of the law was properly 
the purveyors and not the customers of the 
business. 
Another contradiction arises in that prostitutes were 
traditionally seen as legal and moral outcasts but also weak 
women in need of protecticn from wicked men who sought to 
exploit them. This paternalistic concern continues to be 
reflected in the offences of procuring and living off the 
avails of prostitution. (46) While such a paternalistic 
concern shows a degree of care it is less appropriate today 
for the law to interfere in this area. Wha t any woman does 
with her earnings is entirely her affair and a prostitute 
who chooses to share her earnings with a partner, or he1 
family, shoul~ be free to do so. In New Zealand where there 
is so little evidence of pimping those who "1 i ve off the 
avails" tend to do so for legitimate reasons. 
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LEGAL REFORM ALTERNATIVES 
The law relating to prostitution is in need of reform. It 
is out of date in that it reflects a Victorian attitude to 
sex, it is sexually discriminatory and misguidedly 
paternalistic. However, there are a number of possible ways 
that the law could be reformed. The four options considered 
by Canada and New South Wales were: 
1. Suppression - legal suppression. 
2. Legalisation legal recognition with full Government 
controls. 
3. Decriminalisation - removal of all prostitution specific 
laws and no Government regulation of the trade. 
4. Decriminalisation with controls - legal recognition with 
Government regulation of some aspects of 
prostitution. (47) 
Suppression is favoured by tho$e who believe prostitution is 
wrong by its very nature and so should be stamped out. This 
approach has not received much support because it is against 
the principles of a free and democratic society and it would 
be unlikel y to achieve the desired effect of ridding society 
of prostitution. It would not stem the demand for 
prostitutes' services and would effectively drive 
prostitution further undersround where crime and STDs would 
become a r eal problem. Suppression could not eliminate 
prcsti tut ion any :r.ore than prohiti tion could eliminate the 
consumpt:cn o f alcohol. Wh:le the demand is there, 
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suppliers will find a means of satisfying that demand. On a 
more practical level, there would be major difficulties with 
enforcement. Presently, the Wellington Vice Squad numbers 
only three. Those three police officers are responsible for 
coping with prostitution, bookmaking and indecent 
publications. It would be a very expensive and time 
consuming exercise to eliminate prostitution and, 
realistically, it could not be done by suppress ion. The 
world's oldest profession has withstood such attacks before 
and has always reemerged albeit in altered form. 
Legalisation, in the alternative, would involve formal 
recognition and therefore state sanctioning of the trade. 
Prostitutes might be registered anc subject to regular 
health checks. Red-light districts might be established 
while prohibition was maintained elsewhere. Brothel premises 
and management might also be registered. This appears at 
first glance to be quite feasible but the re have been a 
number of objections to legalisation and regulation of 
prostitution. Firstly , legalisation implies the official 
recognition and acceptance of prostitution as a legitimate 
occupation and that is undesirable. The objection sterns 
from the moral issue discussed earlier of whether society 
should see prostitution as a regular even desirable 
business like any other, or a social aberration which 
should, through legal and social policies, be abolished. A 
further object~on is that the state, in effect, becomes the 
pim; and benefits, chrough taxes, from an activity which is 
exflcitati v e of wcGen . T~e state should attem~t tc 
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alleviate the need for women to enter pros ti tut ion rather 
than enjoy "living off the avails" of prostitution. 
Decriminalisation does not provide a complete answer either 
for it leaves open to abuse some of the worst aspects of 
prostitution . The police must have the power to prevent any 
crime or drug offences related to prostitution and to 
protect very youns women or women beins forced into 
prostitution. (48) 
Decrirr.inalisation with controls then, is the most favoured 
option. Prostitution related activities such as soliciting 
would be removed from the control of the criminal law unless 
other forms of criminal conduct are involved. 
involves recognition 
victims of a sexist 
of prostitutes being 
society who should not be 
This option 
essentially 
treated as 
c r irr.ina ls. The state would not condone prostitution but 
would recognize that it can only be eliminated through long 
term social and economic measures, not through legal 
restraints. Decriminalisation with controls provides a 
sensible first step in providing an answer to the problem of 
prostitution. It is a reasonable, workable compromise 
between prostitutes, clients and the community. A 
prostitute would be free from police control yet provisions 
against 
public 
the exploitation of minors, regulations to protect 
amenities and to control the noise and nuisance 
aspects cf the trade would be retained. 
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SOCIAL/ECONOMIC REFORMS 
A sensible second step would be found in the social and 
economic spheres. Generally, prostitutes do not enjoy the 
work they do. Prostitution is not a glamour world nor a 
paradise for deranged nymphomaniacs. Prostitutes, in common 
with many women, would welcome a better option but for most 
of them the stereotyped, low paid jobs offering to "normal" 
women do not provide such an option. Deer irr.inalisation of 
prostitution would alleviate some of the surface problems 
faced by prostitutes but the problem goes deeper than that. 
Women's groups who made submissions to the Canadian 
Commit tee suggested encouraging Governments to introduce a 
range of programmes to alleviate the causes of women turning 
to prostitution. These included: 
1. Legislative affirmative action programmes. 
2. Better enforcement of employment standards legislation . 
3. Improved child care facilities. 
4. Retraining programmes for women to assist them to enter 
the higher paying non-traditional jobs. 
5. Extension of benefits to part-time workers on a ~ro-rata 
basis with full-time workers. 
6. Changes to social benefits legislation in order to allow 
women to adequatel y support their families. 
All of these recomrr.endations filake good sense . On a 
practical level such reforms ¼Ould encourage women to tr y 
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other things and they would alleviate the pressing economic 
hardship some women face. 
In Sweden a programme of decriminalisation with controls was 
instituted at the same time as a social and economic reform 
programme. (49) The results were very positive. Although 
Sweden has a very liberal attitude to sex it tightened its 
laws relating to sexual behaviour largel y as a result of 
pressure by the women's movement. Sweden hit at activities 
generally associated with prostitution - such as procuring -
to discourage landlords, pimps and others who, for personal 
gain, encourage or exploit another peron's "immoral cede" of 
life. They also retained penal ties for procuring women 
under 20 years. 
In the second half of the 1970s a system of outreach 
programmes was established to ceal specifically with the 
problem of trying to reduce the incidence of prostitution by 
social rather than legal means. The Government provided 
prostitutes with sufficient economic and social security for 
them to leave the trade. In 1977 in Malmo there were 240 
prostitutes and in 1980 this number was reduced to 60 
following the programme. Massage parlours and sex clubs 
were completely eliminatea from the city. The women were 
provided with accommodation, money, emotional support and 
alternative err,ployment. At the same time, the Government 
instituted education programmes on sexual matters. The 
results speak for themselves. 
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The outstanding and distinguishing feature of 
the Swedish approach to dealing with the 
problems of prostitution lies in the 
difference of emphasis that governments, 
organisations and the population generally 
appear to place on the need for education and 
intervention at the social, rather than merely 
legal level ... the regulatory process is seen 
as complementar y to measures intended to 
change attitudes and modes of life. (50) 
If in New Zealand we wish to effectively tackle the problem 
of prostitution and provide better alternatives for women 
becoming, already working as, or likely to become, 
prostitutes a programme of decriminalisation with controls 
with an affirmative social ana economic back-up s ystem 
should be adopted. Decriminalising prostitution would avoid 
the worst exploitation and abuse of prostitutes. The l aw 
would then afford them protection rather than harassment. 
Their prices then would be likely to rise as would the 
conditions of work. 
including economic, 
prostitutes would 
An affirmative social programme 
emotional and vocational 
e ncourage prostitutes to 
support 
find 
to 
an 
alternative. The Swedish idea of c;enerall y educating the 
community about sexual matters would help, in New Zealand, 
to open our e yes i n an honest way to sex and sexuality and 
the associated problems. 
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THE WIDEST REFORM 
To achieve reforms that will eradicate the need for women to 
enter proihtution there will have to be an acknowledgement 
of society's and the customer's role in prostitution. · 
Prostitution must be seen in its broadest context as only 
one manifestation of the disadvantaged position of women. 
The fact that many wor.1en 's issues are now being openly 
discussed and that the discussion is being listened to is a 
positive step. But few feminists have gone further than 
making us aware of all the problems: there have been very 
few proposals for a pragmatic scheme for future endeavours 
in a feminist direction. 
Christine Littleton's article "Reconstructing Sexual 
Equality" attempts, as its title suggests, to reconstruct 
the concept of equality so that, (51) 
Difference between human beings whether 
perceived or real, and whether biologically or 
socially based, should not be permitted to 
make a difference in the lived-out equality of 
those persons. 
She calls this view, "equality as acceptance". 
The starting point is that sex is a biclo<;ical and social 
construct which has resulted in rnen and women being treated 
as di=ferent. To date this difference has meant that people 
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who are biologically or socially female have been 
prejudiced. This group of prejudiced people includes women 
and men designated as socially women (that is, men who have 
"female" characteristics or who 
traditionally "female" employment. 
choose 
Male 
to 
nurses 
enter 
and 
homosexuals then are likely to be lumped with women.) 
Christine Littleton maintains that it is more "expensive" 
now to possess female characterist i cs in a difference 
relationship. She explains this, (52) 
Taking parental leave shunts you off the 
partnersbip track; crying in a meeting shuts 
off the discussion; breastfeeding makes you 
unacceptable at the restaurant table. 
The male power system, seen in the phallocentric concepts of 
society and its institutions, is constructed and perpetuated 
by men but it oppresses not rr.erely biolosical women but also 
men who are classified as women due to their social 
situation. 
Women, due to their sexuality and consequently their ability 
& ~ 
to be,,. pregnant, are not recognised as socially male in the 
way that some men are identified as socially female. Even 
women privileged in racial and class terms are not seen as 
anything more than counterfeit men. We may be seen as 
"almost male" or " l i ke a man" but cue to our biological 
J1ake-up we are a lwa ys women. And women are deerr.ed to be 
~i f ~e r ent - "we cannot perfectl y conform". 
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She believes we must look at men's and women's "real" 
differences - like pregnancy - but we must look further at 
other socially constructed differences too. Her ideal is to 
match the genderized complements of emotional, physical and 
employment traits and make the differences costless between 
the two parties. She proposes to equalize the differences 
by using the "currency" of money, status and access to 
decision-making. Although she acknowledges that these 
measures are phallocentric she believes we must start 
somewhere and that the most practical place to start is with 
"the currency of the day" - redistributing the things that a 
rr,ale-domina ted society counts as valuable. The most 
important of these is access to decision-making which, if 
spread, would allow men and women to devise new measures of 
currency to assess the success er failure of changes that 
-O ·"' f' or-\ -
propose to advance the concept of equality as acceptance. 
On the biological plane she envisages matching sperm loss 
with pregnancy so that the man and woman involved in the two 
sides of that difference relationship would be treated 
equally across that difference. In an area of biological 
and social differences such as athletics she argues that 
equality as acceptance would support arguments that equal 
resources be made available to male and female and genuinely 
co-ed sports at institutions, regardless of whether the 
sports are "similar". She advocates this because women have 
not participated as much as men and women's sports have been 
downgraded by the (male dominated) system. A glance at 
Sport On Cne will conf i r m t h~s. In the socially constructed 
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difference area Christine Littleton gives the example of 
rr;atching a soldier with a mother and rewarding their work 
equally in terms of money, status and access to decision 
making roles and positions. 
While a soldier/mother example sounds foreign to us it must 
be remembered that in New Zealand we are familiar only with 
equal pay for the same work but not equal pa y for different 
work. Canada, on the other hand, is in the process of 
revaluing people's work to find out what it would be worth 
if it was not genderized and if "female" work had not been 
devalued. For example, when men we re secretaries in the 
nineteenth century it was a highly paid, prestic;ious job. 
Now that women are secretaries it is a poorly paid, low 
status occupation. The Canadians seek to rectify that sort 
of situation. They would weigh the job done by a secretary 
against a traditionall y rr;ale occupation, perhaps that of a 
skilled tradesperson and level the income s . This is an 
effective means of preventing "real" and cultural gender 
differences which make men and women unequal. 
Littleton says, (53) 
Equalit y as acceptance is not a mode l cf 
superiority of sociall y female categories, nor 
even of the superiority of androg ynous 
categories, but rather a model of the equal 
val i d:t y of men' s and women's lives. 
Christine 
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Equality as acceptance will admit women's voice to "the 
dialogue that constructs social meaning". (54) It would 
improve the lives of people designated as socially female. 
It would also improve the 1 i ves of men for they would be 
freed from the oppressive stereotyped image associated with 
the masculine side of the dualisms. 
CONCLUSION 
However, I should not like to see prostitution matched with 
a male equivalent long-term. Prostitution is degrading to 
women and exploitative of them. If Christine Littleton' s 
approach was adopteo I believe man y won;en would f i no 
themselves economically better off and,in time, would not be 
crippled by a self-image based on their marketable 
sexuality. 
experience 
prostitution 
My view ma y be idealistic 
In 
but 
the 
the Swedish 
meantime, has given me hope. 
were decriminalised prostitutes could 
if 
be 
matched with self-employ ed business people,giving them more 
money, more status and more access to aeci s ion making. In 
time social reforms and a programme of the equalit y across 
difference t yfe woulc remove the causes of prostitution. 
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